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Open Data Integration

What is open data?

● openly accessible
● easy to access
● freely available
● machine-readable



History

1940s - Robert K. Merton

● a founding father of modern sociology
● research data should be free to all for the common good [1]
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History

1995 - term "open data" first used in report from National Research Council

● "called for making environmental data available to the public so that scientists 
could study the global environment that transcends borders." [2][3]



History

2007 - group of "open-data pioneers" [4]

● including Larry Lessig (founder of Creative Commons, 2001)
● data should be complete, primary, timely, accessible, machine-processable, 

nondiscriminatory, nonproprietary and license-free
● (the paper mentions the first three)



Discussion (in pairs)

● Open data is really helpful for data scientists. However, what potential 
risks/issues will open data cause? What sort of data should be open? What sort 
of data needs to be discreetly disclosed or kept private?

(From Michael, Ehsan)



History

1940s - Robert K. Merton

- a founding father of modern sociology
- research data should be free to all for the common good [1]

Movements in open-source, open science, and government transparency

1995 - term "open data" first used in report from National Research Council

- "called for making environmental data available to the public so that scientists 
could study the global environment that transcends borders." [2]

2007 - group of "open-data pioneers"

- including Larry Lessig (founder of Creative Commons, 2001)
- data should be complete, primary, timely, accessible, machine-processable, 



The Problem



The Problem

● discoverability

● finding data that suitable



The Problem

Bad:
● raw formats

○ CSV
○ JSON
○ relational
○ XML
○ plain text

● no descriptors, no schemas
○ data is "open" (box is ticked)



The Problem

Better:
- schema available

- suitable tagging (descriptors of the data)

Still might not be in a compatible format



On to the paper…



Data Science Examples

Joinability



Data Science Examples

Unionability



Data Science Examples

Ontologies!!



Data Integration for Data Science

● integration

● "Data analysis requires discovery of data that joins, unions, or aggregates with 
existing data in a precise way – a paradigm we call query-driven data discovery."

● The goal "...is to discover a query (or transformation) that translates data from 
one form into another."



Discussion (in pairs)

● What open data have you encountered in your life/study?
● How do you think open data integration will help your life/study? What are the 

challenges?



History - 1980s Data Federation

● combining small databases

● primarily within a single enterprise

● central control over the schema and mapping

● focus on
○ best global schema
○ data transformation
○ query execution across heterogeneous database systems



History - 2000s Data Exchange

● Internet -> sharing between autonomous systems
● owners retain full control of their data
● no longer necessary to have centralized or federated data
● about fitting source data with receiver's data
● known schemas
● focus on

○ best model of source data represented as target schema
○ core is schema mapping - "declarative representations of the relationship between two 

schemas"
○ finding joinable tables (known schemas)



History - 2020s Query-Driven Data Discovery

● shift to data science

● problem shift from integrating known data to finding the right data



Data Lakes

Data warehouses
● large amounts of structured data
● for business insights
● used by business people

Data lakes
● raw data
● may be structured, or not
● data models are created as needed
● requires specialized skills -> data 

people such as data scientists
● better tools -> becoming more 

common
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Data Lakes

Data warehouses
● large amounts of structured data
● for business insights
● used by business people

Data lakehouses

Data swamps

Data lakes
● raw data
● may be structured, or not
● data models are created as needed
● requires specialized skills

○ data people such as data scientists

● better tools

Becoming more
common



Discussion (groups of 3-4)

● This paper claims that 1) machine learning may not be the desirable solution 
for data integration; 2) explaining integration and keeping humans in the loop 
are important. Do you agree with that? Why? (From Carol) 



Open Data

● paper compares some open data sources



Open Data

● paper compares some open data sources

● experiments in open data
○ http://linkedct.org <- don't go there
○ https://github.com/oktie/linkedct
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● monitoring open data availability such as from government 
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Open Data

● paper compares some open data sources

● experiments in open data

● monitoring open data availability such as from government entities

● observed 400% growth in open data over year to March 2017

● apparently open data growth stalled with the pandemic



Mass Collaboration

● contribution by community members
○ WikiPedia
○ DBPedia
○ WikiData
○ WebTables

■ billions of html tables narrowed to millions containing structured data



The Modern Enterprise

● large investments in data warehouses
● integrating with data lakes
● too large for data scientists to fully understand
● pushing the limits of maintaining meta-data

● …research areas and future work



Future Work

● data discovery is a first step to data integration with data lakes

● don’t lose the lessons from data exchange and schema mapping
○ what goes around comes around…



Discussion (groups of 3-4)

● What’s the future of open data?
● An important role in industry/academic/enterprise?
● New research directions? (privacy, security, standard)
● …

Group number 1, 2, 3, 4



Questions?
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